
FCI poet 

challenges 

God, man 

B. F. MAIZ 

By FRANK HOUX 
"No poet worth his salt would be damn fool enough to curse God; 

but every poet should challenge Him." 
These words state the belief of B. F. Maiz, colorful personality 

and poet extrprdinaire, who will perform at 7 p.m. Monday, Feb. 10, 
in the Student Center Ballroom as part of "Black Awareness 
Week," Feb. 10-16. 

Maiz, who is currently an inmate at the Federal Correctional 
Institution (FCI) here in Fort Worth, said he believes poets must not 
be afraid to challenge God, since it makes His power stronger. "Just 
as God should be chaUenged sometimes, man should be challenged 
always," he said. 

Maiz's experiences have made him able to see life better than 
most people. After being a drug addict and living in the modern 
prison system, he has gained an insight to life few people have. 

The way Maiz sees it, society is becoming dehumanized by the use 
of machinery to make decisions for men. If people lose their ability 
to choose and make decisions on their own, he said, they will be like 
those in prison, who don't have the privilege to make choices. 

He said man should take care not to lose his sense of the feel of 
emotion. "It is the job of men to feel. It is the job of poets to write 
down how he feels." 
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Reps delay Image' referendum 
ByALSIBELLO 

Tuesday's lengthy House of 
Student Representatives meeting 
was highlighted by debate on an 
amendment postponing the 
yearbook-magazine referendum 
until Friday, Feb. IS. The town 
students election will be held 
tomorrow as scheduled. 

The amendment, introduced by 
town student Don Dowdey, 
passed by a 17 to 4 vote, with two 
abstentions, near the end of the 
marathon and after several 
representatives had left. 

The main issue considered 
during the procedure-slowed 
meeting was the House's $72,000 
budget. Before tabling final 
approval of the budget until next 
week, the House passed town 
student Steve Miller's recom- 
mendation that a bill introduced 
by the Executive Board con- 
cerning a salary for newly ap- 
pointed legal adviser Nancy 

James be added as an amend- 
ment to the budget instead. 

The addition, approving an 
additional $450 per year salary to 
the budget, passed 24 to 3 with 
nine abstentions. 

Miller earlier proposed an 
amendment deleting from the 
budget the $220 allocated for the 
elections of a Homecoming 
Queen, Mr. and Ms. TCU and 
cheerleaders and transferring 
the money to the Films Com- 
mittee. 

Former treasurer Steve 
Oatman challenged Miller's 
proposal. After hearing his ob- 
jections that spending this 
amount on such elections was 
"justified out of a budget of 
$72,000," Miller withdrew his 
request. 

An attempt by town student 
Jeff Boggess to delete $618 from 
the $3,000 budgeted to Leadership 
Luncheons  and   Retreats   also 

failed under pressure by Oatman 
and others. Boggess had taken 
exception to the "free lunches" 
given twice a month to various 

administration   and   student 
leaders. 

The House representatives also 
approved  the appointments of 

Bill Stotesbery to the Student 
Publications committee and Lyle 
Bennett and Don Fortenberry to 
the Finance Committee. 

Shell Oil and 3 affiliates 
accused of diverting imports 

NEW YORK (AP)—The state accused Shell Oil Co. and three 
other affiliates of Royal Dutch Shell Wednesday of a scheme to 
divert the import of one million barrels of home heating oil to obtain 
exorbitant prices. 

State Atty. Gen. Louis J. Lefkowitz told a news conference the 
alleged arrangement among the companies harmed Shell's com- 
petitors in the city and gouged the public on prices. 

He said the oil—enough to supply 40,000 homes for a year— would 
normally have been imported by Shell Oil Co. from its Caribbean 
suppliers, Compania Shell de Venezuela Ltd and Shell Curaco N.V. 

Instead, he said, the oil was imported by Asiatic Petroleum Corp., 
a wholly owned American subsidiary of Royal Dutch Shell Group 
Cos., and held under customs bond in tanks at Perth Amboy, N.J. 

He charged that Asiatic received most of the oil during the 
summer of 1973 but by holding it under customs bond it was not 
officially imported and therefore did not appear in the American 
Petroleum Institute's weekly inventory statistics. 

Neither Shell nor Asiatic had any comment immediately. Both 
companies said they were working on statements. 

Moudy makes House caff 
Diagnosis: Foster renovation tabled 
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ByALSIBELLO 
The $300,000 needed to renovate Foster Dormitory may not be 

available, Chancellor James M. Moudy told the Student House of 
Representatives Tuesday in a "farewell address" before he begins 
his four-month leave of absence. 

Answering questions for 45 minutes, Dr. Moudy said if 'the 
residence hall is not improved by next fall, announced room rates 
will be lowered. 

The chancellor mentioned expansion of both the library and the 
School of Fine Arts as top priorities. He said finding a name, in- 
creasing the faculty and improving the facilities for the latter are 
necessary. 

Dr. Moudy offered no relief for incoming students when he said if 
the cost of living continues to rise, so will tuition, barring a "wind- 
fall endowment." 

However, he also said a "substantial increase" in scholarships 
and grants would be awarded to new students. These, he said, would 
be based on achievement rather than on need. 

Dr. Moudy also said that, in keeping with decreased enrollment 
and greater expenses, the faculty will probably be reduced slightly 
"by attrition." But, he said the students will not be able to detect 
any change in the student-faculty ratio. 

Dr. Moudy said while he is away, acting chancellor Dr. Howard G. 
Wible will have the power to make "any decision he deems 
necessary." However, he doubted whether any major changes in 
University policy or wholesale buck-passing would take place. 

In response to a question about a new men's dormitory for 
athletes. Dr. Moudy said, "we have one" in Milton Daniel. 

During the casual session. Dr. Moudy said he did not expect the 
University budget to be made public because "Skiff reporters and 
some of you (House representatives) specialize in nit-picking and 
finding fault." He also said the language of the budget would be too 
easy to misinterpret. 

In a lighter moment. Steve Miller asked if the chancellor had 
explored the possibility of finding for himself a "more economical 
means of transportation." 

When Dr. Moudy noted that he was too old for a bicycle. Miller 
facetiously suggested he try "a rickshaw with Dr Wible." 
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The one-year syndrome * ""££* 
One year of Watergate is not 

enough. Despite what the 
President said last Wednesday, 
we've got to follow Watergate to 
its conclusion, no matter how 
painful or tiring. 

Watergate probably will not go 
away while Richard Nixon is 
President. Unless concrete and 
irrefutable evidence is presented 
to clear him of all suspicion of 
planning or covering up the 
break-in, tampering with his 
tapes, tax evasion or fraud, 
approval of the secret Cam- 
bodian bombing and any other 
criminal or unconstitutional acts, 
the scandal will nag us for the 
next three years. 

If that evidence is produced, it 
will be the biggest shock of the 
entire surprise-filled scandal. 
Whether he is innocent or not, he 
looks guilty, and he refuses to 
take action to remove suspicion. 

The special prosecutor should 
vigorously pursue the case until 
all questions have been 
reasonably answered and the 
men responsible have been 
punished. This does not mean a 
witchhunt or unjust lynching is 
in order. 

In fact, Egil Krogh's sentence 

was light in comparison with the 
crimes he directed and Spiro 
Agnew got no sentence. These 
men once showed that they did 
have something to give to 
society. Hopefully, their em- 
barrassment and light sentences 
will be enough to prevent them 
from ignoring the law again. 

Justice has to cut both ways. It 
must be strict and un- 
discriminating enough to punish 
the guilty, so others will not be 
tempted to try the same things 
again. 

At the same time, it must be 
compassionate. If the judge 
thinks a man has finally learned 
that the law must reign over 
men, it is not unjust that he 
should give him a light sentence. 

Another investigation that 
must be carried out to the bitter 
end is the inquiry of the House 
Judiciary Committee. The 
committee must examine all the 
evidence it can find for and 
against the President. 

There is enough evidence to 
impeach him and bring him to 
trial. Unless the committee can 
discredit this evidence, it should 
recommend that the President be 
impeached.   As   was   stated 

earlier, Watergate will not go 
away unless Nixon is removed 
from office or cleared of all 
charges. 

It now appears that im- 
peachment is the only way to 
accomplish either end. The 
President has said he will not 
resign and he has not come out 
with evidence to clear himself. 

commentary 

He has had the opportunity all 
along, but now it must rest with 
the Congress. 

The prosecutor and the 
Judiciary Committee should be 
allowed to take their much- 
criticized "fishing expeditions" 
for evidence. They should show 
good judgment and exercise 
some restraint, but they need 
evidence to clear or prosecute 
the people involved, including the 
President. 

If they don't know that tapes 
and documents contain evidence, 
the only way to find out is to go 
fishing. 

Both the prosecution team and 

the House committee should 
reasonably respect executive 
privilege and stop such nonsense 
as playing tapes at parties and 
leaking contents to the press. 

On the other hand, executive 
privilege does not and cannot 
allow anyone to withhold 
evidence that may incriminate or 
clear anyone in this scandal. As 
the President said, we need to put 
Watergate behind us. But first, 
we need to find out what hap- 
pened and set things straight- 
even if that means impeaching 
Nixon and removing him from1 

office. 
One investigation that should 

stop is that of the Senate 
Watergate Committee. The 
committee has outlived its 
usefulness as an investigative 
body. It should not tarnish the 
good work it has already done by 
trying to hold the spotlight too 
long or step out of its jurisdiction. 

It's  time we got  the   com- 

mittee's report and started to 
enact strong legislation to insure 
as much as possible that we don't 
suffer another Watergate. 

It is doubtful another week or 
so of hearings would turn up 
anything new to help the com- 
mittee. It knows what is needed 
to write its report and recom- 
mend legislation. It should do so 
and leave further investigation to 
the courts. 

Many of the other points in the 
President's State of the Union 
message were valid. Some were 
debatable. There wasn't really 
anything new. 

What the President must face 
is we cannot effectively solve 
these other problems when the 
nation cannot trust the Pres- 
ident. That means we must either 
clear this President of all guilt or 
get a new one. 

Then we will have had enough 
of Watergate. 

—STEVE BUTTRY 

What's-their-names return 
Attention Earthmen! You are 

being watched, or had you 
forgotten. 

Three American astronauts 
continue to orbit the globe in 
their spacecraft Skylab 3, but few 
people seem to be excited about 
the whole affair. 

"Few people" is a relative 
phrase, for in comparison to the 
first spaceshots or the moon- 
shots, the public has grown 
rather blase over the voyage. 

The astronauts, Gerald P. 
Carr, William R. Pogue and 
Edward G. Gibson, are destined 
for a place in anonymity to all 
those not directly involved with 
the space program. These men 

will set a record of 84 days in 
space, but after a couple of weeks 
the average American won't 
remember names or record. 

And   while   this   is   all   un- 
fortunate, it is also typical. Three 

men have risked their lives for 
society, and society's thank you 
will last about as long as the 
television coverage of their 
Friday splashdown. 

-GREGG KAYS 
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Letters 
The Daily Skiff welcomes 

reader response in the form of 
letters to the editor. All letters 
must be typed, double spaced 
and should not exceed 200 
words. 

Letters must be signed with 
name and classification or 
title. 

Guest editorials must meet 
the same requirements and 
not exceed 400 words. 

All contributions will be 
subject to simple editing and 
printed on a space available 
basis. Contributions can be 
mailed to The Daily Skiff or 
brought to room 115 Rogers 
Hall 
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Think About 
Becoming A 

Resident Assistant! 

Applications and 

Information— 

Area Coordinators 

Foster Hall- 
East Entrance 

Ex. 376 or 396 

El Chico is offering 

TCU students & faculty a 

FREE 20% 
Discount Card 

Good for the whole semester. 

Pick yours up today 
* 

El   ( hiCO    IMu* Mama,      Like Son....     True Mexican 

Only at 2059 W. Berry 
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More states adopt rationing 
•    By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Maryland became the fourth state to turn to gasoline 
rationing Wednesday in an attempt to ease gasoline 
shortages and long lines at service stations. 

An Associated Press survey showed several other states 
are considering rationing and a growing number of 
communities have instituted rationing plans on their own. 

Hawaii and Oregon have begun rationing systems and a 
similar plan in Massachusetts takes effect Monday, Feb. 
11. 

New Jersey was reported to be considering staggered 
sales of gasoline by the end of the week, but Gov. Brendan 
Byrne said Wednesday no decision would be made until 
after he met with energy officials in Washington on 
Thursday. 

Colorado Gov. John Vanderhoof said Wednesday he is 
prepared to recommend a voluntary gasoline rationing 
system for his state 

In California, the state Energy Planning Council on 
Wednesday ordered preparation of a plan for the possible 
implementation of the voluntary Oregon-style gasoline 
purchasing system. 

A spokesman for Maryland Gov. Marvin Mandel said a 
rationing plan would be put into effect as soon as an 
executive order can be drafted. The plan would follow the 
odd-even license plate rationing system already in effect 
in Oregon and Hawaii. 

Most of the state and local rationing plans now in effect 
follow the "Oregon Plan." Drivers of cars bearing odd- 
numbered plates are permitted to purchase gas on odd- 
numbered days; even-numbered plates on even- 
numbered days. 

Some of the plans deny gasoline to cars with more than 
half-full tanks and require motorists to purchase a 
minimum amount of gasoline, usually $3. 

Federal Energy chief William E. Simon suggested on 

Wednesday states affected by severe shortages should 
start their own rationing systems. He said the federal 
government cannot implement gas rationing from 
Washington on a regional basis. 

Simon said the shortages are of a "spotty nature," with 
six or seven states experiencing problems. 

FEO officials have said the Northeast seems to be the 
worst hit by gasoline shortages. The government is trying 
to smooth out inequities in the allocation of gasoline to 
states which have been hardest hit. Regulations allowing 
the government to even out distribution of gasoline across 
the country went into effect Jan. 15, but have only begun to 
be felt with the start of February allocations. 

In other energy developments Wednesday: 
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger warned Arab 

countries against continued use of the oil boycott as a 
pressure tactic against nations supporting Israel. 

Sleep' ends with audience restless 
By JON SHIPLEY 

"Well, it certainly is dif- 
ferent," commented one 
theatergoer as she stepped into 
the lobby during the intermission 
of the world premier of "Sleep," 
Tuesday, Feb. 5. 

One aspect of this "difference" 
is plainly visible on stage, for the 
character  Marvin  B.  Humley 

Theater 
Review 

remains on stage sleeping as the 
house lights come up. In a sense 
the play continues throughout the 
intermission as the audience 
steps out into the lobby, and is 
there waiting for them when they 
return. The action of the viewers 
is in this manner interwoven with 
the action onstage. 

This distortion of time in no 
way interferes with the 
progression of onstage actions, 
for in the course of the production 
no less than five days, probably 
seven and possibly more occur 
without      any      discernible 

divisions. Time as a unit of 
measurement becomes as 
nebulous for the audience as it is 
for Marvin B. 

Not only time, but space also is 
distorted in "Sleep." The sitting 
room in which all the action 
occurs is placed within a great 
slatted trough set like an island 
in a black void. 

The kitchen adjoining the 
sitting room is reached only by a 
tortuous route of multiple angles 
and levels. All entrances and 
exits of characters become a 
labored goal in themselves as the 
actors journey through the ob- 
stacle course. 

Characters, too, are carried to 
the extreme. It is difficult to 
judge which character is more 
sympathetic, Donna Dorsett's 
intense portrayal of embittered 
yet pitiable Bertha, or Alan 
Klem's  whimsical   Marvin  B., 

H&R Block 
Tax Service 

Formerly at 2110 W. Berry. 

Moved to 2217 W. Berry 

Phone 924-1741. 

Election Friday 
Election Friday Feb. 8 for 

Town Student Representative 
to the House and a referen- 
dum on yearbook magazine. 
Poll Times Student Center 9-6, 
Dan Rogers 9-4, Greek Hills 
11-1 and 4:30-6. 
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SUMMER JOBS 
Guys & Gals needed for summer 
employment at National Parks, 
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and 
Resorts throughout the nation. 
Over 50,000 students aided each 
year. For FREE Information on 
student assistance program send 
self-addressed STAMPED enve- 
lope to Opportunity Research, 
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive, 
Kalispell, MT 59901. 
...YOU MUST APPLY EARLY... 

THIS STUDENT ASSISTANCE  MKXJAAM HAS MEN 
RCVIEWEO0V THEfFMHAl TWAOE COMMISSION 

who continually wrinkles his nose 
and speaks with almost 
mechanical deliberation—"my 
ar-row-heads." 

Young Joe Tom, played by 
Greg Lehman, is the easiest to 
identify with. Although Dr. Sam 
Smiley, author of "Sleep," labels 
the boy a comic character, Joe 
Tom is in fact a segment of 
reality surrounded by distorted 
personalities, just as the sitting 
room represents a bit of spatial 
reality in the midst of a black 
void. 

The symbolism of the tele- 
phone ringing unanswered is 
not clarified in the course of the 
play, and this mystery unsettles 

some viewers, perhaps as much 
as the absence of an action plot. 

The viewer is once again 
brought back into the action of 
the play at the end. The house 
lights are brought up while 
Bertha and Marvin B. poise 
motionless onstage. Director 

George Sorenson may regard 
theater as an invitation to the 
audience to participate, but this 
gesture is almost a demand. This 
technique's success may be 
judged from the many uneasy 
double-takes from the departing 
audience. 

Activities Carnival to feature 
Midway'of campus groups 

Students who want to become more involved in campus activities 
this semester can attend the Activities Carnival Thursday night at 6:30 
p.m. in the Snack Bar. 

A majority of campus orginizations will be represented, giving in- 
terested students information and details about their clubs or projects. 

HE OPPORTUNITY 
FOR 

STUDENTS ONLY 
You can earn an attractive monthly income, tailoring your working hours to 

fit your own school, study, and social schedule. 
How? 
By being a Daily Skiff advertising representative. 
There are a number of Fort Worth merchants and companies anxious to 

advertise their products and services to the TCU student body, faculty and staff. 
Before we can handle their accounts properly, giving them the right creative and 
account servicing, we need a few more intelligent, conscientious students who 
want to earn money by doing a good, honest job of selling and helping to create 
factual and appealing ads. In brief, if you are a self-starter and good on sales 
follow-through, we can make it worth your while. 

Interested? 
Call me, Janie Manning, business manager of the Daily Skiff, at ext. 263 

between 2 and 5 p.m. any week day for an interview. If I'm not there, please leave 
your name and number. I'll get in touch with you. 

THE DAILY SKIFF- 
OFFICIAL TCU STUDENT NEWSPAPER 

a*n**i. A»m 77CM. 
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Owls hoot to victory 
over hapless Frogs 

By PHIL JOHNSON 
Sports Editor 

TCU cage mentor Johnny Swaim must have 
streaks on his mind these days. 

First and foremost, his team has to ride a five- 
game losing streak into College Station Saturday 
for its Southwest Conference encounter with the 
Texas Aggies. 

The reason for the continuation of that skein was 
the ability of the Rice Owls to terminate one of their 
own Tuesday in Daniel-Meyer Coliseum—they had 
not won a SWC contest on the road in three seasons 
until they took the Frogs 73-67 that night. 

And a big factor in the Owl victory was the cold 
streak that suddenly paralyzed the Purple shooters 
at the 4:41 mark of the second half, when Lynn 
Royal hit a jumper from the lane to pull them 
within one point of Rice at 60-59. TCU didn't get 
another marker until the Owls had reeled off five 
straight and then the suspense was over. 

"It seems we start shootin' air balls when we get 
close," Swaim lamented after the defeat. "Rice hit 
those bombs from out there where I tell my kids not 
to shoot—most of my kids, anyway, when they're 
guarded. 

"I don't know—we just can't get the ball in the 
hole. I guess that happens when you're losing; you 
just can't hit a bucket or make a good pass. You get 
that stigma going." 

The stigma wasn't confined to the second stanza, 
either, as TCU was never much of a hot rock the 
whole game. Forward Gary Landers was guilty of 
throwing the ball away twice in the early going but 
came back to register a Frog season-high 24 points. 

"Gary played a tremendous game tonight after a 
shaky start throwing that ball away," Swaim said. 
"We were trying desperately not to throw it away 
and here he does it twice real early. So I pulled him 
out   for  awhile and   I   think   it  helped  him. 

Carelessness is one of our big problems." 
Some other good points were enumerated by the 

Purple boss. "Our two older guards (Jeff Wright 
and Eddy Fitzhugh) played a good game; you could 
see some leadership out there. 

"Lynn helped us a little the second half, I 
thought; he showed a few flashes of his old self." 

Besides Landers, only Wright was able to crack 
the double-figure column for the Purples with 12. 
The Frogs as a team outrebounded Rice 51-42, but 
TCU's 35.5 per cent field goal shooting is anything 
but impressive—especially since the Owls shot for a 
42.6 percentage. 

Rice coach Don Knodel was reported to be suf- 
fering from a fever before gametime, and be didn't 
appear to cool off any during the course of the 
fracas. He drew a technical foul in the first half, 
then protested vehemently in the second period 
when Addie the Frog tried to put the "whammy " on 
Rice guard Scott Fisher's one-and-one free throw 
attempt. 

It didn't make any difference because Fisher 
sank one charity toss despite Addie's best effort, 
then calmly put another away after Rnodel's 
eruption had resulted in the exile of the Frog 
mascot behind the lines of combat. 

Forward Tim Moriarty's 17 points led the Owl 
production, with Fisher's 14 and forward Danny 
Carroll's 12 next on the ledger. "Rice is a beck of a 
shootin' ball club," Swaim acknowledged af- 
terwards. "I can see why they've been playing a lot 
of people close and beating some that a lot of people 
didn't think they would." 

So the Purples' next stop is College Station, where 
Texas A&M took the measure of Arkansas 86-80 in 
overtime Tuesday. The Aggies, TCU's lone SWC 
victims of the season, raised their conference mark 
to 3-4 by beating the Razorbacks, while the Frogs 
fell to 1-6 in the SWC and 7-11 overall. 

OH, YEAH?—Frog guard Eddy 
Fitzhugh and Rice's Scott Fisher 
give each other the stare during 
Tuesday's SWC encounter here, 
won by the Owls 7347. 

Photo by Phil Johnson 

MEN!—WOMEN! 
JOBS ON SHIPS! No ex- 
perience required. Excellent 

Pay. Worldwide travel, 
erfect summer job or' 

carrer. Send $3.00 for in- 
formation. SEAFAX, Dept. 7- 
M P.O. Box 2049, Port 
Angeles.   Washington    98362 

"LIKE INDIAN JEWELRY?" 
"Come see our authentic collection 

of Genuine Indian Turquoise Jewelry" 
3500 Blue Bonnet Circle—923-7491 

Purple sportscope 
Women's swimming 

The women's swimming and diving team came in second to-Texas 
Tech but topped six other squads in a meet last Saturday at Texas 
Woman's University. 

The Purple females totaled 211 points, compared to Tech's 394. UTA 
grabbed third with 183, followed by Oklahoma State with 155. Baylor, 
Southwest Texas State, TWU and Texas Wesleyan trailed. 

Frog placers included the team of Linda Newell, Babbie Robinson, 
Cathy Rowland and Mary Skene, which came in third in the 200 medley 
relay with a time of 2.13.8. Newell, Robinson, Sandy Murray and Diane 
Prine finished second in the 200 free relay with a 1:54.1 timing 

In the individual events, Newell captured the 200 free in 2:13.7, the 50 
back in 31.0 and the 100 back with a clocking of 1.06.2. Robinson placed 
first in the 100 free at 1:02.0, with seconds in the 50 back and 50 free! 
Prine tied for third in the 50 free, Murray took fourth in the 50 back and 
Rowland garnered a fifth place in the 100 breast stroke. 

Riflery 

To set the record straight, TCU rifle coach George Beck says that a 
remark attributed to him in Tuesday's "Purple Sportscope" was a 
misquote. 

In that column, dealing with a rifle match between the Frogs and 
Tarleton State, Beck was quoted, "All we had to do for this one was 
show up." 

TCU had won the match handily, and the implication of the remark 
is obvious. 

"This is not the TCU image," the Frog coach explains. "That 
remark is kind of a cheap shot. I'd like to think we're above that; as a 
matter of fact, I know we are. 

"It's not fair to the team we were firing against. They're kind of a 
fledgling team trying to get their shooters going. 

"Neither I nor the assistant coach would say a thing like that." 

FREE ADMISSION 
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT WITH YOUR TCU ID 

AND 
PITCHERS ARE 2 FOR I WITH A TCU ID UNTIL 11PM 


